Logbooks and sea charts may appear as rather straightforward evidence to present at a naval court martial. However, their introduction into proceedings in the early nineteenth century reveals an important shift. Measuring the depth of water soon became a problem of both navigation and of discipline. Indeed, Captain Newcomb's knowledge of the soundings taken at the Battle of the Basque Roads proved crucial at Lord Gambier's court martial in June 1809. Through a case study of Edward Massey's sounding machine, this paper reveals the close connection between disciplinary practices on land and at sea. The Board of Longitude acted as a key intermediary in this respect. By studying land and sea together, this paper better explains the changing make-up of the British scientific instrument trade in this period.
Through a case study of this object, I argue that the developing system of discipline comprised three interrelated elements: individual accountability, visibility and divisions of labour. In making this argument, I develop two broader themes within the history of instrumentation.
Firstly, I suggest that there is much to be gained by paying greater attention to the relationship between practices on land and sea. 10 The early nineteenth century witnessed an unprecedented flow of men and machines between artisanal workshops, dockyards and the ocean. The new system of discipline itself was to operate continuously, whether enacted in a
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The 'small world' of the ship cannot be separated from the big world beyond. 16 The Board of Longitude is an important institution in this respect. Founded by an Act of Parliament in 1714, it was initially charged with assessing proposals for accurately measuring longitude at sea. But towards the end of the eighteenth century, the Board of Longitude's remit was considerably expanded. A series of Acts of Parliament passed between 1769 and 1796 provided rewards for 'other Useful Discoveries and Improvements in Navigation'. 17 The Board of Longitude then emerged as an institutional link between a range of artisans on land and sailors at sea. Massey was just one of hundreds of craftsmen, many of whom had never stepped foot aboard a ship, seeking the Board of Longitude's patronage. These were men like Henry Jennings, a London chemist and inventor of an improved 'half-minute glass', Robert
Raines-Baines, a glass worker from Hull and manufacturer of a 'sea perambulator', and Segismund Rentzsch, a London watchmaker who proposed an 'instrument for measuring time by a current of air'. 18 These men, unlike eighteenth-century instrument makers such as James Short, were not in a position to solicit the interest of the Philosophical Transactions.
Instead, they discussed and promoted their designs in the new journals of natural philosophy alongside mechanics' magazines. 19 For all these craftsmen, times were tough. Towards the end of the eighteenth century, 18 RGO 14/31, Pamphlet Concerning Raines-Baines's Sea Perambulator, Royal Greenwich Observatory group of nautical instrument makers, often with little previous experience of the maritime world. Massey's sounding machine is just one example of this much wider trend.
Sounding in silence
Samuel Bentham, younger brother of Jeremy, understood well both the importance and difficulty of taking accurate soundings. Whilst apprenticed to a Master Shipwright at Chatham Dockyard in the 1770s, Bentham spent his free time sailing in the English Channel, a stretch of water which could prove treacherous without precise knowledge of the depth of water. When not at sea, Bentham worked in the dockyard repairing those ships which had not been so careful. 26 In landlocked Staffordshire, Massey's boyhood experience of the sea, or lack thereof, could not have been more different. What he did know about maritime practice he learned from reading The British Mariner's Guide. 27 And it was the local canal, rather than the open sea, which provided the initial testing ground for Massey's early designs. 28 Despite their varying experiences both Massey and Bentham were soon engaged in the Admiralty's broader vision to reform naval discipline. Following his return from a tour of the continental dockyards, Bentham was appointed to the new position of Inspector General of Naval Works in 1796. There he began to emphasise the importance of individual accountability for naval discipline. He claimed that, because naval practices were based on collective responsibility, there was a tendency to 'find excuses for even the greatest mismanagement or abuse'. With this in mind, Bentham instigated a number of reforms in the dockyards designed to restore order. Principally, he made dockyard officers, rather than groups of workers, directly responsible for specific tasks, such as the sawing or veneering: if something went wrong, an individual would have to take the blame. This disrupted the ease
of collective disobedience. 29 Still, the Admiralty was concerned that ill-discipline might spread between the dockyard and the sea. Given the traffic of men between the two, this was not unreasonable. Reports in 1801 that artificers in Plymouth had been coordinating strike action with sailors aboard ships in the harbour seemed to confirm these fears. 30 In response, the First Lord of the Admiralty, also a de facto Commissioner of the Board of Longitude, demanded a system of 'military discipline' which could be applied equally to 'seaman' and 'the civil branch of the navy'. 31 Massey's sounding machine was promoted to do just this.
Like work in the dockyard, lead and line sounding at sea required the collective effort of the sailors. This made accountability ambiguous. To begin sounding, one sailor (the leadsman) moved towards the bow on the outside of the ship, taking with him the lead and approximately one fathom of rope. Three or four other sailors took up the rest of the line in coils and arranged themselves at intervals along the outside of the ship, from bow to stern (Figure 2) . 32 This arrangement was necessary in order to compensate for the forward motion of the ship during sounding. By throwing the lead forwards of the ship, the sailors aimed to have the line perpendicular to the seabed when the lead reached the bottom. Only then would the sounding be accurate. 33 To achieve this, each sailor needed to call to the next ('Watch-ho. Watch.') in order to provide a warning to prepare to release the next coil of line. 34 This practice needed to be timed correctly. Releasing the line too early would mean missing when the lead hit the seabed; releasing too late could result in getting dragged Massey sold his machine as part of a practice which dismantled the collective responsibility of the sailors. In one of his pamphlets, forwarded to the Board of Longitude, he championed the fact that his machine did not require the coordinated release of line, stating it could be operated 'without any regard to the quantity of line paid out'. 35 Other petitioners writing to the Board of Longitude adopted a similar strategy. Jennings promoted his To this end, the introduction of Massey's machine removed the need to coordinate the release of the line, the 'Watch ho. Watch' call fading into silence.
The release of line was not the only aspect of lead and line sounding which promoted collective responsibility. Once the line was hauled in, the leadsman would either observe or feel for the number of knots on the line. Counting these gave him the depth in fathoms (one knot per ten fathoms). However, the leadsman did not record the measurement himself but rather relayed the depth to an officer on deck in the form of a song, repeating 'By the mark ten' (for ten fathoms) to which he added 'and a half ten' (for ten and a half fathoms). 40 Sounding was particularly important on approach to land during high winds, heavy rain and low light. Failure to communicate the correct depth could easily result in wreckage and loss of life. The ability to cut across a gale with a distinctive song was critical to successful sounding. But, as with the 'Watch ho. Watch' call, this made responsibility hard to pin down. The leadsman and officer relied on one another to sing and listen respectively, accountability drifting away amidst the roar of a storm.
The introduction of Massey's machine shifted responsibility solely towards the officer on the quarterdeck. Critically, the average leadsman could not be relied upon to read the numbered dials on Massey's machine (Figure 3 ). This stemmed from his lack of familiarity with clocks rather than poor numeracy. The leadsman would have been comfortable working with numbers, counting knots in order to report the depth in fathoms to the quarterdeck.
Studies of eighteenth-century European sailors have also revealed a markedly raised level of numeracy amongst the lower deck compared to the general rural population. 41 Despite the lack of universal education in England at the time, the leadsman's practical experience in counting knots, coupled with tuition from the ship's chaplain, ensured an adequate level of numeracy.
Counting knots and reading a clock-like dial are, however, very different kinds of numeracy. As such, it helps to think of numeracy as a pragmatic property, one heavily influenced by the material culture surrounding the use of numbers. 42 The typical leadsman did not have experience in reading a clock or working with written numbers. Time on board ship was regulated via an intricate system of bells, flags and smells. 43 Some members of the lower deck did own private watches, despite the expense. However, changes in climate and location rendered these timepieces highly inaccurate. Owners rarely consulted them. Rather, expensive watches simply acted as an easily-portable store of wealth. 44 Officers, on the other In manufacturing a device which favoured the reading of depth by an officer, Massey played to the developing emphasis on individual accountability. He even wrote to the Board of Longitude in 1806 championing the fact that 'any man… who can read the hour on the dial of a clock, is qualified to read the distance gone.' 47 By considering numeracy as a pragmatic property, it is clear that 'any man' here more readily refers to an officer. Moreover,
47 RGO 14/31, Edward Massey to Board of Longitude, 11 September 1806, Royal Greenwich Observatory as the machine could be read by the same officer responsible for recording the depth in the ship's logbook, there was no need for the leadsman's distinctive song. Works such as Christopher Biden's Naval Discipline later reconfigured singing as a purely recreational rather than functional activity. 48 In this light, the silence instigated by Massey's machine takes on added significance: it is indicative of an emerging form of discipline in which individual rather than collective responsibility is central. At sea, lead and line sounding was antithetical to such a system. By requiring that sailors arrange themselves on the outside of the ship, the lead and line method obscured the visibility of sounding from the officers: the passing of the line, the passage of the lead and the counting of knots all occurred out of sight. In contrast, the engraved numbers on Massey's machine facilitated a transition, one in which the officers' view of sounding opened up as they took on greater individual responsibility. Most immediately, the numbered dials ensured that an officer could personally read the depth from the machine, rather than relying on the leadsman's song emanating from out of sight. Massey's sounding machine was just one of many to feature a brass dial or graduated scale in this period. A clockmaker by trade, he employed a familiar design when manufacturing his device. The clockmaker Rentzsch also opted for a 'graduated circle' on his 'pneumatical chronometer'. 56 Rentzsch even developed his own dividing engine in order to mark the scale. 57 As watchmakers branched out, designs (Figure 4) . 58 The buoy and nipper consisted of a canvas bag (the buoy) attached to a spring-loaded wooden pulley block (the nipper). The bag would be inflated 'by blowing with the mouth into the valve' and trailed behind the ship. The line, with a common sounding lead attached, would then be released through the pulley. When the lead hit the sea floor, the spring-loaded pulley would 'nip' the line, indicating the depth in fathoms. In short, the buoy was designed to ensure the lead fell perpendicular to the sea floor whilst the pulley helped to ensure the leadsmen did not miss when the lead reached the bottom. Although Burt's own background is unclear from his letters, he was certainly not a clockmaker like Massey. In a number of letters he simply refers to himself as a 'poor man' and, by the 1820s, periodicals describe him as a 'mathematical instrument maker'. 59 The design of his device also suggests that Burt had some previous experience in the dockyards, The average sailor, such as a leadsman, had extremely limited access to light on board ship. Due to social as well as safety concerns, lights were not kept below deck: the risk of fire was great and sailors were deemed too irresponsible to carry a lantern. The same rules applied in the dockyards. Officers, in contrast, kept lamps in their cabins and on the quarterdeck, their increased individual responsibility coupled to exclusive access to lighting. 65 Hence, in a very literal sense, the visibility of Massey's machine bolstered the individual accountability of the officer. In the lead and line method, the leadsman's lack of access to light mattered little: he could simply feel for the number of knots when hauling the line in. In contrast, Massey's machine employed no such tactile method: only an officer could read the dial in the dark. 66 The spatial nature of lighting further supported such a system of visibility.
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Divisions of labour also served to reform punishment in favour of the developing system of discipline. In the old system of hangings and keelhauling, punishment had been an endpoint. 82 In contrast, the increased toil associated with practices such as sounding turned work itself into a form of punishment. Whilst attempting to sail through Hudson Bay in the 1820s, Captain George Lyon made the following report:
[The] cold was exquisitely painful to men who had been constantly exposed for two days and nights to the wash of a freezing sea… sounding with hands nearly raw, every half hour. 83 It was -4°C. As the winter progressed, temperatures could drop as low as -30°C. Massey's brass machine would stick to and tear the skin when handled in these conditions. 84 The removal of rank therefore entailed increased manual labour and physical discomfort, not unlike the treadmill found in the prisons. 85 Hence work and discipline sustained each other, one naval treatise recommending 'drudgery' as 'much more effectual in checking and preventing offences, than the infliction of the most severe corporal punishments'. 86 The division of labour also turned discipline into a self-reinforcing system. Dressed in distinctive uniforms from 1748 onwards, officers self-consciously adopted mental rather than physical work, thus assuming greater individual responsibility for the depths recorded in the ship's logbook. 87 In the face of individual scrutiny and fear of demotion, officers were particularly eager to ensure accurate readings and so insisted on additional weights during sounding, Captain Neve of HMS Hibernia writing in 1808 that, 'with a strong breeze, going six knots', the use of additional weights 'is in such circumstances necessary'. 88 This completed the feedback loop, further polarising the division of labour between the physical work of the leadsman and the mental work of the officer. From cotton spinning to depth sounding, mechanisation embodied practices which both nurtured and relied upon developing social structures, such as the division of labour described above. 89 In the case of the Royal Navy, divisions of labour completed a self-reinforcing system of work-discipline in which individual accountability encouraged obedience.
Sounding in motion
Bentham's most powerful disciplinary ideal, the panopticon, started life in Russia. Discipline at sea also faced the problem of shifting environments, but on a much greater scale. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, both the Royal Navy and the Board 25 discrepancy between the depth measured and the chart to be consulted. Specific geographies tied each problem to travel, the East Indies distinguished by strong currents, the Irish Sea characterised by high winds, and the North Sea prone to heavy fog. 98 Massey also linked variability directly to discipline in one advertisement. A hypothetical scenario is given in which a captain faces court martial for the loss of a ship due to 'an error in sounding'. The variable nature of lead and line is portrayed as inhibiting justice, the slippery captain absolved of responsibility. Massey's machine, in contrast, is introduced as ensuring the captain takes individual responsibility for careful navigation.
There is to be no excuse for error when furnished with his machine. 99 Critically, Massey presents his sounding machine as providing a universal standard: 'though some of the machines answered their purposes tolerably well under certain circumstances, none of them were nearly correct under all circumstances'. 100 The search for measurements abstracted from geographic setting is a pervasive theme in the history of instrumentation, especially navigation. 101 In 1813 Rentzsch wrote to the Board of Longitude promoting his 'pneumatical chronometer' once again, this time under the assertion of it 'not being liable to variation from change of temperature'. Similarly, Grimaldi wrote to the Board of Longitude in 1812 requesting a reward for developing a chronometer without a mainspring, allowing it to operate 'in all climates… nearly the same'. 102 These were all problems that the Board of Longitude itself was familiar with, particularly having arranged trials of John Harrison's timekeeper in the 1760s. 103 But Massey's advertisement reveals the diversity of motivations behind such an enterprise. In this case, mechanised attempts to standardise sounding facilitated the system of discipline developing within the Royal Navy. Individual accountability could only be enforced if, irrespective of locality, the charts available to the officers corresponded to the depths measured. By abstracting sounding practice from locality, Massey's machine offered greater visibility to the court martials. They no longer needed to reconstruct the specifics of practice aboard a particular vessel. Rather, it could be assumed that charts accorded with the information available to the captain, acting as a window onto calamities in far-flung places.
By 1862, Royal Navy regulations listed the production of the ship's logbook and charts as a necessary precondition for conducting a court martial, going on to identify how each should be compared. 104 Indeed, these regulations were pre-empted by Lord Gambier's 1809 court martial in which the logbook of HMS Imperieuse along with her charts were presented as evidence. 105 Massey's machine reinforced this shift. With an apparently universal standard in place, negligence, such as sailing too close to a lee shore, or cowardice, such as failing to follow up an attack, could be identified back on land post-hoc. Despite Massey's apparent success, the uptake of his machine did not go unchallenged. Burt continued to lobby the Board of Longitude for a reward of his own, promoting his 'simple and very useful instrument'. 106 In making this argument, Burt tried to undermine the claim that Massey's sounding machine operated faultlessly in every maritime environment. Burt pointed out that 'striking the bottom on foul rocky ground might much injure it, if not render it totally useless'. 107 This is a problem Massey's son later encountered himself when conducting a trial in the Irish Sea. On hauling in the line aboard HMS Trinculo, the leadsman reported that the machine had been lost. 108 Other navigators also found the central brass cylinder often buckled when striking the sea bed or under high pressure. 109 Burt even claimed that the Navy Board had been forced to pay Massey over £1000 for repairs and replacements. 110 Getting an instrument to operate in different maritime environments therefore also meant considering its upkeep: chronometers required constant tinkering whilst even sextants were liable to jam. The expertise required to repair such precision instruments proved difficult to come by once aboard a ship half way across the Atlantic. 111 Burt paid particular attention to this problem, in contrast to Massey, writing that his buoy and nipper 'may be repaired on board or in a distant country by the common mechanic'. 112 It was the 'simplicity' of his design, Burt argued, that rendered it serviceable in climates ranging from the 'British Channel' to the 'North Coasts of Java'. 113 Massey and Burt ultimately represent two alternative solutions to the problem of abstracting measurement from the environment. Captain Hawtayne aboard HMS Florida identified as much when he wrote that the two devices 'bear no sort of analogy to each other' and, consequently, he found it 'difficult to declare a preference'. 114 Massey believed that the problem required increased mechanical intervention, modelling his device on a clock. In contrast, Burt believed that the solution required an instrument of 'great simplicity'. Massey and Burt, both newcomers to the nautical instrument trade, clashed, not just because they represented distinct crafts, but also because they placed differing emphasis on mechanisation.
For historians of instrumentation, it is therefore all the more telling to learn how sailors themselves dealt with this problem. In May 1816 Captain Hawtayne reported that his crew found Burt's buoy and nipper most accurate in 'shallow water when running fast', whilst Massey's device was preferred in deep waters. 115 Despite the best efforts of Massey and Burt, sailors favoured different solutions in different circumstances. 116 Testimonials from numerous navigators also confirm that both devices were regularly found aboard the same vessel. 117 A different environment always demanded a different machine. both Captain William Bligh and the Board of Longitude learned the hard way when the crew of HMS Bounty mutinied after leaving Tahiti, taking the ship's chronometer with them. 118 In contrast, the new system of discipline was to operate irrespective of locality, whether in a London dockyard or traversing the Northwest Passage. It was precisely this tripartite concern over the relationship between discipline, instrumentation and travel which motivated Massey and his supporters within the Royal Navy. With this in mind, we are in a better position to account for Massey's relative success. His machine worked, in the broad sense, because it took on a dual role: it was both an instrument and a disciplinary tool. In the maritime environment, discipline enabled travel but travel also motivated new approaches to discipline. 
Conclusion

